It's time for

Revolution.
It's time for

ArthaKranti.

Let's ask ourselves...
Are we Indians happy today? Do we afford honesty here? Do we feel
completely secure?
Honestly, NO.
Most of the times we blame it all on some evil plotting neighboring
country, or rising inflation, rampant corruption or Naxalite problems,
or some religious or anti-social groups, or global warming, or global
slowdown. But these are simply untrue excuses. Very influencing
factor in this deteriorating situation is India's Decaying Economic
system.
All of us aspire for 'Principled, Prosperous and Peaceful (3P)
living'. 'ArthaKranti' is about transforming this long cherished dream
into reality. It would open doors of Prosperity for the whole country,
not in decades or centuries, but right before our eyes.
And 'Samarpan Yatra' is an effort for all treasured and critical
solution proposals like 'Arthakranti' to be realized in specific
timeframe. 'Samarpan Yatra' is an initiative committed to prosperous
India. It is an opportunity, for each of us, to ride on one of the most
important revolutionary waves in this country. “Welcome onboard”.

We know all this. But what can we do?
Is anyone going to stand and do something about all this?

THE OBJECTIVES
Our Rights...
As citizens of a developing nation, expecting to become a developed nation, every Indian harbors two
simple aspirations:
About 121 Crore people of this country should live together like a family
Every member of this family should get corruption free, discrimination free and dignified life
The right to live a dignified life is sacrosanct. These are fundamental rights of every Indian unambiguously
prescribed by the venerable Constitution of our country.

THE PROGRAMME

Samarpan Yatra is our first step to transform these aspirations to reality.
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Each of our mentors are expected to nominate 10 to 15 national level experts to form *PAN India Team

National Panel comprising 40 – 60 reputed experts formed
This panel of experts will draft People’s manifesto which will truly represent citizens’ aspirations

PEOPLE’s MANIFESTO
To be put forth at national level
Obviously People’s manifesto will be vetted and supported by precious vote of citizens
The Political party which accepts this Public Manifesto, and respects nation's will to take it forward
will certainly be voted into power in 2014.
That means 'ArthaKranti proposal implemented'.
* People Across Nation

So what is this ArthaKranti all about?
]
It offers

a time-bound 5-points program, to rectify critical technical flaws in our economic

system.
]
It provides

full proof remedy to check the country's grave problems as Corruption, Black

Money and Fake Currency
]
It will free

up the country from debts, completely and quickly

]
It will ease

up financial pressures on all citizens by restoring availability of money,

simplifying taxation and minimizing its burden
]
It offers

strong safeguards from evils of terrorism, anti social activities and quick

responsiveness against emergency situations

Seems like a romantic dream? Well, ArthaKranti is a concrete proposal:
]
Backed

by over 14 years of intensive research & brainstorming

]
Seconded

by politicians, Lauded by thinkers in India and abroad

]
Critically

appreciated by authorities on Economics

]
Published

by respected ‘The Oxford University Press, USA’

ARTHAKRANTI
PROPOSAL
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Existing Taxation System (except customs i.e. import duties) should be
completely withdrawn.
Every Transaction routed through a bank should attract certain
deduction in appropriate percentage as Transaction Tax,
i.e. Single point tax should be deducted at source (say 2 %):
a.This deduction should be effected on receiving / credit accounts only
b.This deducted amount should be credited to different Government levels like
Central, State and Local (say 0.7%, 0.6%, 0.35% respectively)
c.Transacting Bank should also be given its share in this amount as the bank has
a key role to perform (say 0.35%)

All high-denomination currency valued above Rs. 50 should
be withdrawn

No Transaction Tax should be levied on cash transactions

Government should make legal provisions to restrict cash
transactions up to a certain limit (say Rs. 2000)

ArthaKranti: a quick recap...
Reinstating 'Money' to unleash its power as a "medium of exchange"
Transparent and Discrimination free Economic System
Cleansing of political system
Making the country completely Debt-Free
Curbing production and circulation of Fake Currency
Eliminating Black Money from the economy
Removing tax burden, making goods cheaper
e.g. Petrol: Rs. 46/litre (Delhi), Two Wheeler: Rs. 35,000 (Activa)

Strengthening the Banking System
Availability of loans at cheaper rates (say 2% - 3%)
Promoting entrepreneurship
Freeing Tax Payers from stress of taxation and tax evasion measures
Creating environment for peaceful, prosperous and dignified living
for all 121 crore citizens

How to participate?
1.

Register to participate in 'Samarpan Yatra':
a.
Register at - http://www.arthakranti.org/samarpan-yatra-contribution
b.
Deposit a Cheque valued Rs. 5000 at the time of registration.

2.

Participate in the organization of 'Samarpan Yatra'.

3.

Contribute a sum that can sponsor expenses of those activists willing to participate in the Yatra,
but don't possess the financial capacity to do so.

4.

Contribute a sum to share expense on Publicity and Propagation Campaigns for 'ArthaKranti'.

For online payment facility- http://arthakranti.org/make-monetary-contribution
www.arthakranti.org
samarpanyatra@gmail.com

